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Club located at the Marina, Treasure Island in the center of San Francisco Bay

Commodore’s Report
Atta Pilram

I

t’s hard to believe that 2013 is already behind us. In
retrospect, it was a good year for our club. We
hosted several cruise-ins, managed various in-house
events and we had several amazing international dinner lectures hosted by
some of our members from places they visited abroad. We also planned to
initiate new activities to engage members interested in music, arts and crafts.
We had a few meetings but the idea did not exactly pan out the way I
thought it would. The good news is that the seed for this idea has already
been sown and I plan to give it another try this year. Now, let me introduce
you to our dynamic flag officers, Steve Lane – Vice Commodore and Bill
Smith our Rear Commodore. These guys are not only experienced sailors
but they also love having fun. As some of you already know, Steve managed
to pursue his dream to sail his boat Serendipity, to race the Baja Ha Ha along
with Matt Farnsworth - our Past Commodore and our financial wizard, Fred
Gibson. To top that, he also won second place in his category. I’m sure we
will have a treat later on in the year when Steve plans to tell us all about the
trip at a dinner event. And let me introduce you to Bill Smith. Some you may
have already enjoyed his vodkas at the club house that he produces at Treasure Island. Whenever he is not at his consulting engineering work or managing his vodka company he enjoys sailing and power racing his boats. So, on
that note, be ready for a great year of boating, cruise outs, dinner events and
in-house activities. Merry Christmas to all and I wish you a happy and healthy
new year. ©
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Vice Commodore’s Message
Steve Lane

A

s we get ready for 2014, I want express thanks for all the help in 2013. Also, all the
support for the Baha Haha- could not have done it with out Fred Gibson and Matt
Farnswoth on board. Their expertice and great, fun attitiude were more than I could
have ever hoped for- thanks guys.

So in 2014 - we start off with our January 1st - sail around TI and clam chowder lunch
when we get back to the Club.
The next event is our annual Crab Feed on January 11, 2014. We will be getting the reservation sheets out
soon, but let me know if you plan on attending at my e-mail below- this event always fills up.
Thought I give a look back at the Baha Haha. We started out on October 07th with Fred Gibson, Matt
Farnsworth, Dave Chamberlain and myself from Emeryville. We had planned on stopping at Half Moon Bay,
but where making such good time- we kept going to Santa Cruz. We decided to stay in Santa Cruz a few
days to let a storm pass- had great time visiting the Santa Cruz Yacht club. Then on the 10th we were off to
Morro Bay- Got there on the 11th and spent time at the Morro Bay Yacht Club. The Breeds (Lynette, Russ
and Allen) met us there as we sailed in- great timing or what? We left Morro Bay on the 12th to clear the
point- sailed directly to San Miguel Island - not to bumby- we caught it at a good time. We sailed on to
Santa Cruz Island and anchored for the day. Then over-nighted to Catalina - Two Harbor on the 14th of October. After breakfast we day sailed to Avalon harbor and picked up a mooring ball. Enjoyed Avalon for a
day then headed to San Deigo on the 15 that night - we arrived in San Deigo on the 16th, October and
were lucky enough to get a berth next to the San Diego Yacht Club. So we were ready for the Haha- that
part of the trip page 10. (See David & Elena Esser’s commentary on page 10)

Upcoming events at the Club:
January ??? Clam Chowder Lunch (01), Crab Feed January 11, 2014 and 49er Playoff Games –
Club will be open for all the games Niners are in!!!
February - Super Bowl Party February 02, 2014. and an event to be determined
March - TIYC Work Party March 15 , then St Patties day party
April - Past Commodore Dinner
More to come on this years activities (first issue of our Club 2014 calendar herein).
Baha Haha
Photo San Diego
name these
members and
receive an apology, or don’t try
and avoid bad
karma.
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Rear Commodore’s Report
Bill Smith

A

h, a New Year!

I’m writing this on New Years Eve – early afternoon after having just returned
from a long weekend at Bodega Bay with the little red rubber boat. The cioppino,
oysters, and crab were phenomenal. This is the first time since mid-year that I had ventured out camping with a trailerable boat to a place I wouldn’t be able to get to with my
slow little sailboat…in a reasonable amount of time, that is. It was a marvelous trip that reminded me how
much fun little boats can be, and how much I missed camping, bonfires, and telling tall tales into the wee
hours of the night.
So, while I wait for 407 emails to download from the server, let’s talk about the big cruise this coming year.
Another member and I were talking about the realities of life in this Internet era. Many of us don’t have the
freedom of being absent from work during the week. Others don’t have boats, or have boats that are too
slow to make a weekend trip much beyond the Richmond Bridge. Still others prefer to black-top their way
to our cruise destinations because their boat(s) are made for another purpose: fishing/racing or they’ve had
a taste of the kool-aid and have swapped their boats for RVs.
One or more of the above “excuses” was my own justification for not having joining the club on our “big
cruise” to The Delta for several years. For boats under sail, the distance is two day’s work each way, making the cruise unattractive if the stay is short. This year, my boat was already up in the Delta, a mere 4
hours from Devil’s Island and had been shortened from about 10 days to only a few. This made for a delightful event which, when it was over, proved to have been too short…I could have left the boat there for
the work week, and come back again the next weekend.
How about a show of hands: If we could make a four weekend event of the Delta Cruise, to destinations that
provide RV camping, nearby lodging for black-toppers, and safekeeping for our boats during the work week,
and perhaps little towns to explore, how many would prefer that over the same number of days – all contiguous?
If you’re wondering why I’m excited about this cruise format, it was in one of those little towns that Cynthia
and I found an armful of vintage books about exploring the Delta, and it looks like a whole bunch of fun.
So, whether the four-weekend or 10 day format sounds like fun to you, please let me know. Please include
any information you have about cruise destinations that meet the criteria: places to explore, RV space close
by, lodging for black-toppers, and safekeeping for our boats. While not necessary, it would be nice if there
were a PICYA host club as well.
The first one I’ve come across is the Sportsmen’s Yacht Club right by the Antioch Bridge. It’s an old and
very active club built in a 1920’s vintage rail ferry on San Joaquin River. Facilities include a great bar with
food most days, a large trailer yard with a launch ramp, and believe it or not, a big lawn with space for six
RVs. Best of all, they have enough storage space for a decent number of sail and powerboats during the
week.
Granted, this could be considered by some to be cruising over-kill, so perhaps we’ll go with fewer weekends
or the same format as last year…whatever works to get the largest number of club members spending time
on the water together.
While you’re mulling-over this “big cruise,” remember that we will also be doing a few nearby cruises
around the main bay. Memorial Day weekend on Angel Island has always been a favorite for kick-starting
the season, so that’s on the calendar. Ballena Bay and the yacht clubs in the Estuary are quick destinations,
as are the clubs in the North Bay.
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Oakland Y.C. Woman Sailing Howleen Sail-in TIYC
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TIYC History Archive Edition No. 5 George C. Knies, Historian
A "Magic City"
The New York World's Fair, scheduled to open just two months
after Treasure Island, had already claimed the Future as its
theme. Historian Reinhardt recalls that "there was widespread
indignation that New York had tried to steal our thunder", but
San Francisco had already staked its claim to an imaginary
multi-cultural past.
The architects charged with developing the visual style of the
fair were the cream of the San Francisco old school, George
Kelham, Timothy Pflueger, Arthur Brown and others. Many of
them had worked on San Francisco's previous World's Fair, the
classically romantic Pan-Pacific Exhibition of 1915. Their task
was to reflect the Fair's theme by blending sources from all
around the Pacific Rim into a "new" architectural style:
"Pacifica". There wasn't a whiff of Frank Lloyd Wright in this
bunch, and the result of their labors was a kind of monumental
orientalist fantasy, an art deco hallucination of a walled imperial
city.
The walls were in part a practical consideration. If you've ever
been to Treasure Island, you know that the afternoon wind roars
across with startling ferocity pretty much every day of the year.
A wall of staggered baffles on the windward side of the Fair was
The 40-foot "Tower of the Sun" looms over the "Court of Reflecthe result of careful experimentation with a cardboard model
tions" - Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California
and electric fan.
Berkeley
Once through the gates, romantic vistas of pools, fountains and Some observers have seen overtones of fascist architecture in
gardens would reveal themselves to the visitor through a series the inhumanly clean lines and awe-inspiring imperial scale of
of courtyards and grand avenues, all organized around a huge the place. To my mind, the veneer of fanciful eastern-inspired
cylindrical bell tower reminiscent of an art-deco rocket -- the 400 decoration, shallow or even kitschy though it may seem to our
foot high "Tower of the Sun". A pair of mammoth ziggurats
jaded eyes, rescues it from that sordid company. I mean, what
topped with cubist elephants would flank the Tower, creating an self-respecting fascist builds a ziggurat with an elephant
awe-inspiring centerpiece. The island's nomenclature -- the
perched on top? The populist art and architecture of the Fair
Court of the Moon and Stars, the Enchanted Garden, the Ave- were universally despised or dismissed by its contemporary
nue of the Seven Seas -- revealed something of the island's
critics, but all the same, the "Magic City" was to be beloved by
retro-romantic flavour. Chunky, stylized sculptures by Bay Area fairgoers.
artists were to be generously distributed throughout the magic
city, trumped by the gigantic stone "Pacifica". This 40-foot Poly- The Future did manage to sneak into the Fair's design through
nesian goddess played the role of the island's muse, the physi- innovative lighting and a vivid color scheme -- this involving
cal embodiment of the "Pan-Pacific" theme. The overall aesnineteen tints of sparkling spray-on Zonolite, ranging from
thetic was evocative of Cecil B. deMille's 1927 Technicolor
"Santa Clara Apricot" to "Death Valley Mauve". A WPA sponmovie epic "The Ten Commandments", becoming a fantasy
sored writing project reported:
island that historian Harold Gilliam would later compare to Col"The island's colors, stimulating, unforgettable, represent the
eridge's "Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan".
first extensive application of chromotherapy—the science of
Continued next page
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"are gained with flowers and tinted walls; at night, with fluorescent tubes, with the new “black light,“ with ultra-violet floods, underwater lamps, translucent glass fabric pillars, and cylindrical
lanterns 75 feet high. The $1,000,000 illumination program presents at nightfall the illusion of a magic city of light, floating on
the waters of San Francisco Bay."
The dazzling light and color were reinforced by hundreds of thousands of plants from all around the globe -- orchids, hibiscus,
palm trees and countless more. Twenty-five acres on the San
Francisco side of the island were covered by multi-colored iceplant, a fairgoer-favourite known as the Magic Carpet. This plant
was so exotic to 1930s eyes that countless people were moved
to take cuttings home, which may explain the ubiquity of the plant
in California today. Some of that original stock can still be seen
along the seawall, along with a number of surviving trees from
the "Avenue of Palms". Most of the more exotic species had
been carefully nurtured in nurseries all around Northern California just for the occasion, but many trees and shrubs were actu- The Kaleidoscopic Fair
ally donated by public-spirited citizens from their own front yards. Just what that "something" turned out to be was as various as the indiOpening Day, 1939
The night before the long-anticipated opening day, the Pacific
theme was given a final polish. At precisely 10:30 pm on February 18, 1939, a photoelectric cell in Bombay caught the rays of
the sun and hurled a radio signal across the Pacific. On Treasure
Island, the darkened fairyland was suddenly bathed in brilliant
light, and the carillon atop the Tower of the Sun began to ring.
This 44-bell carillon would retire to its final home in the bell-tower
of Grace Cathedral at the Fair's end, and as it pealed "The Bells
of Treasure Island", San Francisco held its breath in anticipation.

viduals who passed through the gates. The sights, sounds and smells
of the Treasure Island Fair presented such a kaleidoscope of experience that hundreds of pages could be written without exhausting the
subject -- and in fact, they have. It wasn't just about architecture and a
half-baked dream of Pacific unity -- the whole point of a World's Fair is
to show off new technology and entertain the masses. The island was
packed with a myriad of shows and attractions both highbrow and low,
as well as exhibits from 36 foreign countries and a motley assembly of
commercial enterprises. Let me give you just a taste of the bizarre variety offered on those 400 acres:

A working dairy. A Lucite Packard. An art gallery with both Botticelli's
The next morning Governor Culbert Olson thrust a $35,000 jew- "Birth of Venus" and Salvador Dali's "Construction with Soft Beans" on
eled key into the lock of a gilded miniature Golden Gate Bridge, display. The Sally Rand "Nude Ranch", featuring scantily clad beauties
and the Fair was officially underway. Publicist Leland Cutler had twirling lariats and riding burros. A socialist mural by Diego Rivera,
been terrified that his months of relentless hype were going to be painted as the fairgoers watched (it's now on display at San Francisco
City College). An attempt to break the world record for catching a
too successful. A radio announcement warned of tremendous
baseball -- dropped 800 feet from the Goodyear blimp (the would-be
traffic jams and advised people to stay away or prepare for the
recipient, Seals catcher Joe Sprinz, lost the ball in the sun and got his
worst. The warnings worked so well that the ticket booth -- locheek smashed in). The "Gayway", 40 acres of chaotic, disorganized
cated beneath a streetcar-sized cash register -- received just a
little over half of the 200,000 visitors expected to arrive that day. fun complete with thrill rides, freak shows and teeth-rotting candy. An
Though this disappointing turnout foreshadowed financial disas- earnestly polite Japanese pavilion, attempting diplomacy as armies
ter, few of the millions of visitors, clad in hats, ties, and their Sun- marched. A cigarette-smoking robot. A marionette rodeo. Premature
day best, would regret forking over their fifty cents admission -- babies in glass incubators. Bing Crosby, Count Basie, and Benny
each one had experienced something that they would remember Goodman. Tourists ferried from court to court by rickshaw or brightly
painted Elephant Train. Billy Rose's water drenched Aquacade, featurforever.
ing future movie starlet Esther Williams cavorting with Tarzan himself,
The Sally Rand Nude Ranch - need we say more? Johnny Weissmuller. A thousand-pound fruitcake. Ford's 27 millionth
motorcar.
Continued next page
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The Queen of the Nudists, failing a bid to swim the bay on account of
imminent frostbite. Live concerts. Daily parades. Live kangaroos., etc.

required, of course -- bright new paint, fresh new acts and crazier gimmicks all around. The dismal progress of the war in Europe and Asia
The Kaleidoscopic Fair
meant that Latin America became the primary Pacific Rim focus. But
though so many exhibits and shows were replaced that there was almost
Just what that "something" turned out to be was as various no continuity between the two fairs, in the memories of most of its 16
as the individuals who passed through the gates. The
million visitors, the two merged into one. The Golden Gate International
sights, sounds and smells of the Treasure Island Fair preExposition, 1940 Edition, opened in June and ran for just four more
sented such a kaleidoscope of experience that hundreds of months.
pages could be written without exhausting the subject -and in fact, they have. It wasn't just about architecture and The high point may have been an enormous live concert in the Fair's
a half-baked dream of Pacific unity -- the whole point of a
final week, featuring many of the greatest stars of the day. Judy Garland,
World's Fair is to show off new technology and entertain the Johnny Mercer, Jerome Kern, and WC Handy were among the performmasses. The island was packed with a myriad of shows
ers, but the climax was delivered by the frail Irving Berlin. He performed
and attractions both highbrow and low, as well as exhibits
"God Bless America", a song he'd written just two years earlier as an
from 36 foreign countries and a motley assembly of comAmerican hymn of peace. In the face of a world filled with conflict, the
mercial enterprises. Let me give you just a taste of the biUnited States had already adopted it as a new national anthem. A very
zarre variety offered on those 400 acres:
young Herb Caen was on hand as well, reviewing the concerts for the
San Francisco Chronicle and capturing the power of the moment:
The Queen of the Nudists, failing a bid to swim the bay on account of
"Hundreds started to sing with him. Then thousands. And when he came
imminent frostbite. Live concerts. Daily parades. Live kangaroos. And oh to the end of his song, 15,000 Americans were on their feet singing with
so much more....
him. Then it was all over."
And with that, so was the Fair. Though the California Chamber of Commerce would put a brave face on it, citing all manner of positive byproducts for the state, by almost any financial standard the $50 million
event was a flop.
The End of an Idealistic Era
It's hard to know what to say about the Golden Gate International Exposition -- it was a sprawling, messy affair, not amenable to a neat summing-up. On the one hand, it was a parochial dinosaur and a terrific
The China Clipper, namesake of Pan-Am's famous fleet of commercial failure; on the other, the "Magic City" was one of the most
gorgeous, evocative, and seductive events the city had ever seen. As it
flying boats, floats in the "Port of the Trade Winds".
fades into history, the '39 Fair has become one of the most beloved moAn extra dimension of entertainment was offered by the presence of five
ments in San Francisco's story, inspiring volumes of nostalgia, fanatical
new Boeing 314 Flying Clippers at the "Port of the Trade Winds". Crosscollections of memorabilia, and a celebration of the event as the symPacific air travel was strictly a luxury item, partaken of by millionaires
bolic end of an era. And of course, thousands of people were kept off of
and movie stars, but these beautiful streamlined flying boats foreshadbread lines by either the WPA or by employment in one of the Fair's hunowed Treasure Island's planned future as an airport and, crossing the
dreds of exhibits and attractions. But for the purposes of our story, the
Pacific to Hawaii, the Philippines, and Hong Kong, provided concrete
ultimate consequence of that ephemeral Fair is still floating in the middle
evidence that the "Pacific Unity" theme could be more than just words.
of the bay -- Treasure Island.
World's Fair, v2: 1940
Unfortunately, the one thing apparently not available at the Exposition
was profit. The 1939 Fair closed six weeks early and over four million
dollars in debt. The primary balm to disappointed investors was a certain
schadenfreude in knowing that the New York Fair was in even worse
shape. Still, the same desperate optimism that had launched the project
in the first place resulted in taking another shot. Major changes were

On September 29, 1940, the lights of the Golden Gate International Exposition went out forever. As the merchants and exhibitors packed their
bags and glumly counted their receipts, Nazi Germany had begun a terror bombing campaign from the skies above London. And across the
Pacific, Imperial Japan was planning a surprise attack on a United
States naval base in Hawaii, turning the concept of "Pacific
Unity" into a hollow joke. Continues next issue
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America’s Cup 34, San Francisco, California
Saturday September 9, San Francisco, opening race
America’s Cup 34 was probably the best racing ever seen
in the 162 years of the America's Cup," wrote Dana Johannsen of the New Zealand Herald. Johannsen cited the
(very) high-speed game of chicken, with the lead changing several times. The best moment was on the third leg
of the first race, when Oracle Team USA passed Emirates
Team New Zealand for the first lead change of the summer. It was the kind of competitive sailing that everybody had waited three years for, and almost suddenly
justified the Coutts/Ellison vision.

Fast Forward

If Saturday's racing was the best ever in 162 years of
the America's Cup, Sunday's racing was even better.
With the Kiwis having taken the first two races on Saturday, there was talk of the Kiwis having a faster boat and
smoother crew work, which would lend itself to a 9 to -2
Kiwi rout. But thanks to aggressive starting line tactics
on the part of Oracle's James Spithill, the American team
won both starts. They would lose a furious tacking battle
— in 72-ft cats! — on the windward leg and ultimately
Sunday's first race. Having lost three straight races, the
last one after having a commanding lead, things were
looking really grim for Oracle. But Spithill got another
great start, and managed to hold off ETNZ, which was
pursuing OTUSA at 40+ knots. The time between them
at the finish was a mere eight seconds. There hadn't
been anything like it in any previous America's Cup.

Although San Francisco seemingly just finished tidying
up the last vestiges of the 34th America's Cup, buzz
about AC 35 began ramping up earlier this week with
two announcements: AC 34's Challenger of Record,
Sweden's Artemis Racing, has demonstrated its intent
to compete in AC 35 by re-signing Olympic Gold medalists Nathan Outteridge and Iain "Goobs" Jensen.
Meanwhile, at the Nautic Paris Boat Show, Team
France also declared its intention to compete for the
Auld Mug.
Outteridge (helmsman) and Jensen (wing trimmer) rejoin fellow teammates Ian Percy (skipper / tactician)

and Chris Brittle (grinder) forming a talented core of
Olympic medalists at the heart of Artemis' AC ambitions. Outteridge and Jensen have sailed together for a
lifetime, including during the 2012 Olympics where
they took the Gold in the 49er class. They'll be competing in Rio's 2016 Olympics prior to the America's Cup.
Look s like AC 35 will be in SF Bay again, this time the
Sanctuary City will try to at least come out even $$wise, this year they lost $14 mil.
George C. Knies
Continued next page
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Five for AC-35 – Names to look for in the 35th America’s Cup
The 34th America’s Cup opened up opportunities for a new breed of America’s Cup sailor. Fitter, younger, new to the
game, but bursting with accomplishments in dinghy classes where going fast, and sailing on the edge were the daily
routine.
Plenty of young sailors played prominent roles in this America’s Cup, including Kyle Langford, at 24 the youngest sailor
in the event, who was thrust into a starring role as the wing trimmer on ORACLE TEAM USA.
Langford (AUS) will be sought after as teams begin recruiting for the next Cup. And here are five other names to look
for as teams start assembling talent for the 35th America’s Cup:
Nathan Outteridge (AUS)
Outteridge (27) burst on to the America’s Cup scene with Team Korea at the AC World Series in 2012. The Olympic gold
medalist (49er) immediately made an impression for being calm, cool and most importantly, for driving fast. And because of that, he was quickly scooped up by Artemis Racing and promoted to their primary helmsman. Will he remain
with Artemis Racing, or be scooped up by the Australian team?
Chris Draper (GBR)
Draper (35) was with Team Korea before Outteridge, and like his successor, he was pulled in by one of the big teams –
Luna Rossa. Also an Olympic medalist in the 49er (bronze, 2004), Draper used his skills to great effect in the AC World
Series, winning the first event Luna Rossa participated in. But it wasn’t always easy fitting in as part of the anglo-saxon
contingent on a primarily Italian team. Will he come back? Or would he find life better with a new British challenge?
Ben Ainslie (GBR)
At 36 years old, Ainslie wouldn’t count himself among the youngsters in the game. But the four-time Olympic gold
medalist is one of the biggest names in sailing and his achievement as tactician for ORACLE TEAM USA in September has
only ratcheted up his value. His stated goal is to bring the America’s Cup back to Britain. Is this the time he gets a team
to help him realize that dream? If not, he’d be at the top of the list for any team looking to win the Cup.
Tom Slingsby (AUS)
Another Olympic gold medalist (Laser, 2012), Slingsby was one of the young guns (29) on ORACLE TEAM USA who
helped to bring the average crew age on the defender down by about 10 years compared to the challenger, Emirates
Team New Zealand. Slingsby was in the strategist role for ORACLE TEAM USA and formed a brilliant, nearly unbeatable,
pairing with Ainslie. There may be a tug of pressure to come home and play a leading role with an Australian challenge.
Peter Burling (NZL)
At 22, Burling is the youngest on our list. He sailed in one event at the AC World Series, for Team Korea (again) but he
really distinguished himself by winning the Red Bull Youth America’s Cup for New Zealand. If the Kiwis challenge again
and make good on a promise to renew with younger talent, Burling is sure to be near the head of the recruitment list. A
silver medalist behind Outteridge,at the 2012 Olympic Games, Burling would be an asset to any team looking for young
talent.

Nathan Outteridge, AUS

Chris Draper, GBR

Ben Anslie, GBR

Tom Slingly, AUS
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Peter Burling, NZL

Six
women
from TIYC
are attending
the
Women's
Sailing
Seminar a

Pot Pourri

M

orro Bay gets its name from the huge Morro Rock at its entrance, namedby Portuguese navigator Juan Rodríguez
Cabrillo for looking like a Moorish turban. Not sure what he was smoking.
We arrived 30 hours out from Half Moon Bay. We had planned to go to Santa Cruz, but the swell was even bigger and
the Santa Cruz harbor entrance breaks dangerously in big seas. It was better to make more progress down the coast anyway.
Taking the waves from the side would have been uncomfortable and a little unsafe, so we jibed a zigzag course down the coast
keeping them angled on the bow or stern.
Some of them were pretty impressive. It's good we spent so much time strapping, gluing, and bolting everything down. The
sofa cushions ended up on the floor, but otherwise it was an uneventful passage. It's normal for sailboats to keep going at
night, but it was our first night passage, and a bit foreboding as darkness came with winds increasing. Not to worry, I've read
all about it in a book… A sliver of moon came and went early, so there was only faint starlight. It's like driving on a dark secluded country road with your headlights off. Spooky, but eventually beautiful, if you don't hit anything. You guide your path
with GPS and charts and bearings on lights, using radar to avoid ships, and you try to get used to the feeling of blindness and
not seeing much ahead. We've heard over and over again from experienced cruisers that the night sailing was one of the highlights. That first night we figured it must be an acquired taste. The best part was when we saw magic-like phosphorescence
trailing in our wake with little sparklers jumping about like we'd accidentally woken the pixy fairy princesses. The eerie glow lit
up the back of the boat.
We took turns sleeping and eventually the sun came. Sunrise is really good out there.
We had smooth seas and blue skies approaching Morro Rock. Morrow Bay is a sheltered harbor and a charming little town. We
anchored in the early afternoon and spent the day resting and relaxing. You live up close and personal with the sea life in
Morro Bay. There are huge sea lions, harbor seals, ands sea otters all around and neither they nor the local residents pay much
attention to each other. The seals and sea lions are often hanging out and barking near areas where there are lots of people.
We saw big dogs think it through and then walk the other way. It was like we moved into a seal neighborhood, but they didn't
seem to mind.
The anchorage is a narrow band between the harbor channel and a shallow area that dries out at low tide. The next morning
Elena said "Is it just me, or are we tilted a little." Oops. One keel was on the sand. No big deal. Tigress is made to dry out on
her keels. I don't think anybody noticed. Soon we floated free and moved closer to the channel. Then we took the dingy in to
explore the town and assess the skill of the local bartenders. Awesome bloody mary’s.

David & Elena Esser’s Trip Commentary ©
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Treasure Island Yacht Club - 2014 Calendar of Events
January 2014

July

01 Around the Island Cruise (Bill Smith)

04 Chilli Cook-off

13 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

05 Westpoint Marina Regatta

23-26 SF Boat Show

07 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Berkeley YC)
12 Interclub Series #4

February

14 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

01 SCYA Women’s Sailing Convention (Lynette)
02 Super Bowl 48

August

03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (EPYC)

04 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Sacramento YC)

10 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

09 Interclub Series #5

15 Jibe Deadline (Mar Apr)

11 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
15 Jibe Deadline (Sep-Oct)

March

30-31 Castaway Weekend -Labor Day Weekend

03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (San Joaquin YC)
08 TIYC Spring Work Party, 0900-1500 (3:pm)

September

10 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

08 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Oakland YC)

15 St. Patrick’s Day Dinner

13 Interclub Series #6
15 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

April

27-28 Des Rios, Cruising Club, Cruise-in

03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Sequoia YC)
05 Past Commodores Dinner

October

10-13 Strictly Sail Pacific Power Boat Expo

06 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Discovery Bay YC)

12 Interclub Series #1

11 Fleet Week “Blues” Saturday, Pig Roast Tentative

14 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

13 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

15 Jibe Deadline (May Jun)

15 Jibe Deadline (Nov-Dec)

20 19-20 Cruise-in Encinal YC -- Easter

25-26 OYC Ladies Cruise-in

27 Opening Day on the Bay_______
May

November

03 Floato-de-Mayo

01 TIYC Fall Work Party 1000-1500 (3:00pm)

05 TBA PICYA Delegates Meeting (Oyster Point YC)

03 PICYA Delegates Meeting PICYA Awards (Encinal)

10 Interclub Series #2

10 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

12 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

15 Annual Meeting & COW

22-26 Cruise-Out Angel Island (Don)
25 TIYC Angel Island Picnic (Bill)

December

26 Memorial Day

06 Holiday Club Decoration, Exchange Presents
15 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting

June
02 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Bridge Marina YC)
09 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
14 Intercub Series #3
15 Jibe Deadline (Jul-Aug)
22 Dinner Event
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19th Crab Feed
TREASURE ISLAND YACHT CLUB
Saturday, 11 January 2014, Treasure Island Y.C., 1600 (4:00 P.M.)
Happy hour 4:00 – 6:00 P.M. come say hello to new members and special guests!
The menu is the “ever popular” seasonal Cracked Crab served with French bread, salads, and two special crab sauces/
presentations. For those allergic to crab there will be a chicken entrée (Half a Chicken): “All-inclusive dinner", with a no host bar;
excellent wine-list to choose from. Limited attendance, reserve early, last time many members missed out!

Please mail all Reservations and a check made out to TIYC, Inc. in the amount of $40.00 per person.

RESERVATION POLICY
Mail to: George Knies, 2333 Lariat Lane, Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6518 Cut off date for reservations midnight, 08 January, 2014.
$50.00 pp for any reservations made after that date and at the door should any space be available. No Refund for reservations
canceled after 09 January, 2014 if there are no alternates available from the waiting list.

CUT HERE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .CUT HERE

Name…………………………………………………………… Number persons attending (

)

Address……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Guest’s Names: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Tel (

)

-

E-mail

……………………………………………………………………………….

Total Remittance: Made out to TIYC, Inc.

Chicken order (

)

$__________________
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Treasure Island Yacht Club

2014

Watch Officer’s List

Date:_Watch Captain____Officer of the Day_______Club Activity (Cruise-ins_Cruise–Outs)_etc……...
Russ Breed

04 Jan
11
18
25
01 Feb
08
15
22
01 Mar
08
15
22
29
05 Apr
12
19
26
03 May
10
17
24
31
07 Jun
14
21
28
05 Jul
12
19
26
02 Aug
09
16
23
30
06 Sep
13
20
27

Goswick, Bill & Karen
650.400.6192
Himes, Barb & Randy
“
Lugert, Jerry
“
Harrison, John
Steve Lane
Graham, Mary
925.984.0341
Harte, Christy
“
Holden, Rich & Mary
“
Lane, Steve & Carol
Mal Johnston
Johnston, Mal & Jan
650.576.6048
Harper, Sharron
“
McBride, John & Erica
“
Mibach, Don & Cathy
“
Navarro, Mia
Atta Pilram
Nevesny, Neil & JoAnna
415.748.0374
Pilram, Atta & Allace
“
Roberts, Pete & Faye
“
Seftel, Frank
Bill Smith
Smith, Reg & Debrenia
510.589.7410
Smith, Bill & Cynthia
“
Strom, Gordon & Diane
“
Thorsson, Desmond &Laura
“
VanPutten, Pete & Connie
Connie VanPutten Wills, Ciran & Cior
510.932.3275
Zebzda, Martin & Holly
“
Aberer, Jim & Sandy
“
Ahlf, Rich
MeeSun Boice
Alden, Don & Mary
714.350.3889
Boice, MeeSun
“
Breed, Allen
“
Breed, Russel & Lynette
Jim Aberer
Brewer, Kent & Nancy
925.997.1630
Busby, Dave
“
Cirillo, Anthon & Helene
“
D’Aura Joe & Connie
“
Euritt, Mike
Fred W. Gibson
Farnsworth, Matt
408.836.6519
Gartin, Kat
“
Gibson, Fred C.
‘
Gibson, Fred W.

04 Oct

Sharron Harper

Goswick, Bill & Karen

11

415.710.5363

Graham, Mary

18
“
25
“
01 Nov Steve Lane
08
925.984.0341
15
“
22
“
29
“
06 Dec Bill Smith

Harper, Sharron
Harrison, John
Harte, Christy
Himes, Barb & Randy
Holden, Rich & Mary
Johnston, Mal & Jan
Lane, Steve & Carol
Lugert, Jerry

NFL Wild Card Games
19th Crab Feed & NFL Wild Card

DUTY HOURS
NOON - 5:00 PM

DRAFT-3
Qualified Members Available to stand
watch:

01 JAN 2014

Club Work Party
St. Pat’s Dinner

Qualified members
available to stand
watch:

Past Commodore Dinner
Easter, EYC Cruise-in
Floato de Mayo
“
OYC TI Anchor out Cruise-in
Memorial Day Weekend
31

Club Dinner - Sailstace
Westpoint Marina Regatta

Castaway Weekend
Dragon Boat Festival ??
Dos Rios Cruising Club
Fleet Week, Angles Saturday-Pig Roast ??
OYC Women’s Cruise-in
Club Work Party
Annual Meeting

Holiday Club Decoratiion
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Treasure Island Yacht Club “Jibe”
C/O G. C. Knies
2333 Lariat Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6518

FIRST CLASS

George C. Knies, “Jibe” Editor
2333 Lariat Lane, Walnut Creek CA 94596
T (925) 939-0230 * F (925) 944-0474
machbuster2@att.net
————————————————————
—Submit articles in Word Format
Photos in JPEG with names of participants
and photographers

Upcoming Events
January 2014
01 Around the Island Cruise (Bill Smith)
13 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
23-26 SF Boat Show

March
03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (San Joaquin YC)
08 TIYC Spring Work Party, 0900-1500 (3:pm)
10 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
15 St. Patrick’s Day Dinner

February
01 SCYA Women’s Sailing Convention (Lynette)
02 Super Bowl 48
03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (EPYC)
10 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
15 Jibe Deadline (Mar Apr)

April
03 PICYA Delegates Meeting (Sequoia YC)
05 Past Commodores Dinner
10-13 Strictly Sail Pacific Power Boat Expo
12 Interclub Series #1
14 1900 Bridge & Board Meeting
15 Jibe Deadline (May Jun)
28 19-20 Cruise-in Encinal YC -- Easte
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